Greetings,

"a symbol of fighting through the challenges of
life and emerging victorious on the other side..."
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There is a long-running folk belief that blowing out the white puffball of seeds of the dandelion will
grant the person a wish. We are blowing ours to wish every one of you, your family, and loved ones
good health, wherever you are.

To those who celebrate Easter this month:

Joyeuses Pâques!
To all:

Stay safe and keep well.
Instead of our usual “quest” around the world, this month, there will not be a photo contest.

However, our journey in life continues, we invite you to travel to your inner world, in solitude with
yourself, and/or in company with your family and close ones.

(Please send me an email if you wish to share your journey.)

Bon voyage!
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A Journey A Month…
Your Story. Our Story. The Human Story.

Amid the unfolding challenges of Covid-19,
emails to my in-boxes, and notification to
social media platforms have increased by 3X
to 5X for the recent weeks. From medical
updates

to

investment

advice,

CEO’s

messages, and new business services.

Other than that, there are also good intentional forwards from friends on social media, many a time,
repeated info from different caring friends, resulting in a significant surge of activities in my “virtual”
world. Therefore, I will keep this newsletter simple with two options:

Option (1): We hope you receive our best wishes with the white dandelion “puff-ball blow” above. If
you don’t have the time to read further, you can stop right here.

Option (2): If you do have some extra time because of the new “stay-home” arrangements, here is a
documentary for you. Watching the 80 minutes clip may change your road-map for the future.
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Background: Joseph Campbell, an American professor, studied and researched comparative
mythology and comparative religion. He discovered a pattern about the human experience in every
story around the world, and he called it “The Hero’s Journey.”

FINDING JOE is about the journey of self-discovery. Featured Deepak Chopra, Rashida Jones, Robin
Sharma, Sir Ken Robinson, Mick Fleetwood, etc. You may learn some inspirational lessons as you seek
out your true identity and calling in life…

While I ponder mine, I hope “ Finding Joe” will inspire you to seek yours…
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We,

at

TransCultural

Group

(TCG),

are

determined to play our parts in making the world a
better place, and we have teamed up with the
Cultural Intelligence Centre, U.S.A to bring their
well-researched and designed CQ assessment
tools to our clients in the Asia Pacific.
We are passionate about building bridges and
breaking down walls. Please join us in our
journey,

Beyond Boundaries - Crossing Cultures

While we keep "safe-distancing," let's stay
connected...
Spread the words, share the vision, do our part!

Keng Keng Tan
Founder & CEO
TransCultural Group
kengkeng@transculturalgroup.com
www.transculturalgroup.com
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Thanks for signing up for our newsletter. If you find it interesting, please join us to spread our effort together let's make our world a better place.

If you have not signed up for our newsletter but have received
this through a friend, you can sign up by clicking on the button:

Free Monthly Newsletter

If you no longer wish to receive our newsletter, please click "Unsubscribe from Newsletter".
About TransCultural Group: T
 ransCu
 ltural Group (TCG) is a premier consulting firm that provides
high quality learning programmes, including workshops and customised cultural experiences to
those in search of traditions, values and excellence. The company is founded to provide an
exclusive and unparalleled learning environment for the development of thoughtful leaders (and
youths) worldwide, beyond time, space and cultural boundaries. w
 ww.transculturalgroup.com.
A typical TCG's workshop will start with a CQ assessment (either CQ Pro for Professionals, or CQ
for Youth for students) as the first step, followed by discussion and interactive sessions to
understand how they may further increase their cultural intelligence.If you are interested in TCG's
programmes, please reach out to us: contact@transculturalgroup.com.
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